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Abstract. Considering a CP-violating QCD interaction, the electric dipole moment of neutron
(EDMN) is estimated in a quark model of light mesons with a dynamical breaking of chiral
symmetry through a non-trivial vacuum structure. Pion and kaon, being treated consistently
within the model, yield to the constituent quark wave functions as well as the dynamical quark
masses and thus determine the constituent quark field operators with respect to light quark
flavors. Using the translationally invariant hadronic states and these constituent quark field
operators, the EDMN estimated here remains well within the recent experimental bound of
D, < 11 x 10-26e-cm with the CP-violation parameter 101= 10-a, which in fact accounts for
a strong CP-violation.
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1. Introduction
Though electric dipole moment of neutron (EDMN) has been of great interest to
physicists since its discovery [ 1] yet it has drawn much attention of theoreticians as well
as of experimentalists after the discovery of CP-violation in K ° - / ~ o system [2].
Amongst many theoretical models [3] to explain this CP-violation when applied to
estimate EDMN, the valency quark model estimates E D M N by adding the valency
quark contributions. In the standard model, though one has a non-vanishing contributions towards E D M N due to quarks still it is very much suppressed I-4] at the level of
three generations [5] and with four generations it does not enhance much. However,
when one studies E D M N in QCD it has been observed that due to instanton effects the
total divergence term has non-vanishing physical effects 1-6]. These in turn yield to
a CP-violating piece [7] in the QCD Lagrangian due to an equivalent chiral rotation in
the quark space which we consider here to describe the strong interaction between
quarks in the neutron and hence to estimate its EDMN. However, this being a low
energy phenomenon, its study requires a consideration of non-perturbative regime of
QCD where one has solutions specifically in the lattice gauge theory [8] or in QCD
sum rules [9]. But they have also their own limitations such as non-availability of
better computer capabilities in case of former and consideration of non-perturbative
vacuum structure through the relationship with perturbative QCD calculations in case
of latter.
Recently, an alternative scheme [10] for considering low energy phenomena has
been proposed where one realizes, using a variational method [11] the existence of
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a nontrivial vacuum structure through quark and gluon condensates in the nonperturbative regime [11]. Such a non-trivial vacuum structure has also yielded to
a dynamical breaking of chiral symmetry [12] through which it has become possible to
determine pion and kaon wave functions and subsequently the constituent quark field
operators [13, 14]. The quark field operators obtained here when applied to explain
electromagnetic and weak properties of pion, kaon and nucleon [13, 14] and static
properties of baryons in general [15], have shown a reasonable amount of success.
Further, such a formalism through the extremization of gap function [16] also
generated dynamically the quark masses [17]. We may note that the method applied
presently is non-perturbative with respect to the use of the equal time algebra for the
constituent quark field operators and was also earlier applied to solvable cases in high
energy physics [11, 12, 18, 19] and nuclear physics [20] with a reasonable amount of
success. In view of its success in a wide ranging phenomena in the present investigation
we will be further using these constituent quark field operators as well as the quark
masses to estimate the electric dipole moment of neutron (EDMN).
The present article is organized as follows. In § 2, we briefly describe the vacuum
structure and XSB used to estimate the constituent quark field operators and fix up our
notations to apply them in later sections, In § 3, we estimate EDMN considering the
CP-violating fundamental QCD-interaction Lagrangian [7, 21, 22] whereas in § 4, we
discuss our results and compare them with the available experimental measurements as
well as other model calculations.
2. Chirai symmetry breaking and vacuum structure

Considering the chiral symmetry breaking (XSB) arising from gluon condensates [12]
and including such an effect one writes the constituent quark fields as [23]
~,(x) = ~
I[U(k)qt(k) + V ( - k ) ~ , ( - k)] exp(ik.x)dk,
z:-'-~
rcj j

(2.1)

where the spinors are written as [24, 25]
c

O(k)
os-~~',. ~b(k)

U(k)=

and

V(-k)=

O(k)
- (e'l~)sin 2
O(k)
,

re'K) sln--~-and the two component quark fields q~(k) and
q1(k)= ~ qtr(k)utr

and

(2.2)

COST

~x(k) are

~i(k)= ~ ~1r(k)vt~

r

(2.3)

•

with ut, and vtr being explicitly written as

1,ll½.~(~), l.,ll_k=(~)~ v,~=(O___i) and

v t _ + = ( 0 ).

(2.4)

The function 0(k) describing the spinors in (2.2) is arbitrary and can be derived in
principle from the extremization of the energy functional. The quark field operator tfi(x)
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in (2.1), through (2.2)-(2.4) is found to satisfy the equal time algebra and also becomes
free chiral one when ~b(k) = ~/2.
Further, associating the quark field operators as in (2.1) with the presence of quark
condensates through the quark-antiquark pair creation operator [13]
B~ =

f h(k)q~(k)(o.k)q,(-

k)dk

(2.5)

and a unitary transformation
UQ = ea~- aQ

(2.6)

one obtains with ~ ( k ) = U ~ o ( k ) U e the relationship between the arbitrary function
~b(k) and the correlation function h(k) as [13, 18]
~,(k) _ ~ o

2

- --

2

- h(k),

(2.7)

where ~o(k) is the chiral field operator. Thus, the form of quark field operator in (2.1)
with (2.2) corresponding to XSB can have an interpretation of destabilizing the chiral
vacuum or perturbative vacuum [vac) (i.e. the vacuum state associated with the
expansion of free field operators) through (2.6) when ~bo = rt/2. Such a destabilization
also leads to the possibility of a non-perturbative vacuum Ivac') (i.e. the vacuum state
obtained via minimization of energy density) [9] obtained through the unitary
transformation in (2.6) as
Ivac') - Uelvac).

(2.8)

Such a non-perturbative vacuum is also found to be at a lower energy than the
perturbative or chiral vacuum [10-12, 13, 18]. Such a change of basis from Ivac) to
Ivac') is also corresponding to the change of parameters of the theory and can be
treated as a vacuum realignment [10].
Further, with the quark field operators (2.1) one also obtains the expectation value
for flavor 'i' as,
(vac'l~,(x)~,(y)lvac') = ~
rcos ~b,(k)exp[ik-(x - y)]dk.
~zrrj d

(2.9)

where the factor 6 is due to color and spin summation. One also has here from (2.7)
a relationship between the function ~bi(k) and the quark-antiquark correlation function hi(k ) as cos ~bi(k) = sin(2hi(k)) which in fact is an explicit description of the vacuum
structure or vacuum realignment [10, 11, 13, 18].
As noted earlier, though in principle the function ~b(k) can be obtained from the
extremization of energy functional still, one does not have a closed form for it.
However, one uses here a phenomenological Gaussian function, for its simplicity as
sin(2hi(k)) =

c o s ~bi(k) =

e x p ( - Rfk2/2)

(2.10)

which has been earlier useful to consider hadronic phenomena associated with the
vacuum structure [13, 18].
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Next the function q~i(k)can also be related to the pion wave function using Goldstone
theorem [13], where one considers the chiral charge operator for pion (say r~÷ ) as

O;+ ~---f I]/tl(X)~5~/2(x)dx

(2.11)

with the fields ~,f(x) and ff2(x) written for u and d quarks respectively. With the help of
such a chiral charge operator one also has chiral symmetry and its breaking through
,+
Q5 Jvac) = 0 and Q;+ Ivac') # 0 respectively. One may also note here that such a XSB
corresponds to a pion state of zero momentum and zero energy as a Goldstone mode,
and is also written explicitly as

x u: (k)d~(- k)lvac')

(2.12)

with N, as the normalization constant. Further, assuming the initial SU(2)L x SU(2)R
chiral symmetry breaking into custodial symmetry SU(2)v one has here R 1 = R2 = R
and hence ~bl(k) = ~b2(k) = q~(k) which when substituted in (2.12) yields to it as
I~ + (0))= N , ~ 6

fdk cos~b(k)u*Ak)aAk)lvac').

(2.13)

The normalization constant N, also, one obtains here, from the relation
N 2 f c o s 2tp(k)dk = 1

(2.14)

which with the cos ~b(k) as in (2.10) becomes
['R 2 "X3/*

where R 2 = R z for the pion has been used. The estimation ofR 2 as 23.58GeV -2 [13]
through the pionic properties such as pion decay constant has in fact led to a determination of the vacuum structure for u or d constituent quark through R 2 = R22= R~
[13]. Such a vacuum structure has also estimated pion charge radius in reasonable
agreement with its experimental measurement [13].
Next, in a similar manner, defining the chiral charge generator Q~+ for K-meson as
[14]
Qsr+= f~O](x)75 ~,a(x)dx

(2.16)

with ~ 3(x) being taken for s-quark, one evaluates from it using (2.1) the K + state as [14]

IK+(O)>=3 f
x (cos~cos-~346

sin--~sin-~)dktvac'),
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where NK is the normalization constant for K-meson with the functions ~bl(k) and
~ba(k) taken for u and s quarks respectively. One may note here that with s ~ d (i.e.
~3(k)--~ t~2(k)) the kaon state in (2.17) reduces to the pion state of zero momentum in
(2.12).. However, (2.17) has two unknown parameters N z and R E (through cos $3(k))
related to each other. Thus, the estimation of them requires two relations which are
taken to be the normalization condition for K-meson state as described in (2.17) and the
kaon decay constant through Van Royen and Weisskopf relations [26]. The normalization condition for K-meson as

N~

cos

cos

and the Va

-T- - sm~sm~)

dk = 1

(2.18)

;isskopf relation for K-meson in momentum space as [14].
l(k)cos~b3(k)
. q~(k)
~
- sm

sintP3(k)')dk
2 /
(2.19)

yields to
"

x

= d K(mK)I/2

(2n) 3/2 N K

(2.20)

x/6

which in fact with the experimentally measured value of fK gives N K as [14]
N z = 1-9935 GeV 3/2.

(2.21)

Now a substitution of this value of NK in (2.21) and the earlier obtained ~bl(k) through
R 2 = 23.58 GeV -2 in (2.18) yields to R 2 a s
R 2 = 4.084 GeV- 2.

(2.22)

Thus such an estimation ofR 3 or R s determines ~b3(k) and hence the vacuum structure
for s-quark. Such a vacuum structure when applied to estimate the kaon charge radius
is also found [14] to estimate in reasonable agreement with its experimental measurement.
Further, through such a formalism, on extremization of the gap function, one can
generate dynamically the quark masses as [16, 17]
mi=

lim Ikltan(2hi(k))

(2.23)

k--O

which with (2.10) yields to
1

mi = - - ,

(2.24)

Ri

which, in fact, with the quark radii as mentioned earlier gives m, -- md -- 0-206 GeV and
ms = 0-495 GeV.
We, in fact, will use the field operators and the masses of the constituent quarks
obtained in this section to obtain the E D M N in later sections.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 4, October 1995
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3. Electric dipole moment of neutron

In this section we consider the 'strong' CP-violation present in the fundamental QCD
Lagrangian to estimate the electric dipole moment of neutron. In QCD, consideration
of a total divergence term constructed from the gluon field strength tensor G,v as
(1/2)e~# G~ G"~ has been found to have some non-vanishing physical effects due to
instanton effects [6]. Further, it is parameterized in terms of a constant parameter as
-Og2Cj~,~G~'~/32rr2, with 0 being zero or non-zero means no CP-violation or CPviolation. Also, through appropriate global rotations of the quark fields the effect of
G~,~G is transferred to the quark sector and thus yielding to a CP-violating Lagrangian upto first order in 0, written as [7, 22]
iOffl~q(X)7 5 ~/ cl(X),

(3.1)

mumdms
(toured + mares + msmu)'

(3.2)

~,,~cp(X) =

where

r~ -

with mR, me, and ms being the masses of u, d and s quarks respectively. Thus with the
CP-violating interaction in (3.1) and the electromagnetic current J~,(x) one has from
current algebra an expression involving EDMN (Dn) as [21]

T (nt/2(P f )lJu(O)i f d" x6Zecp(X)lnl/2(Pi) )
= -- Dn(ffl/z(Pf)truvkV75ul/2(Pi) + O(k2),

(3.3)

where k -- P : - Pi and is the momentum carried by the electromagnetic current Jr"
Thus we estimate D, through (3.3), and to do so, we consider the matrix element in
(3.3) as

T ~ (nl/E(Py)IJ~(O)IX>(X[i f d4xfiZ~'cptX)lnl/E(Pi)),

(3.4)

x

where IX) indicates intermediate states arising due to 6~cp(X) and is an admixture of
opposite parity states consistent wiih the quantum numbers of neutron which may be
a pion-nucleon system in the ground state. Thus of the two possible intermediate states
in this regard i.e. Ipr~-) and In~ ° ); only lprr-) one contributes as rr° at an elementary
level does not couple to photon at low momenta. Further, IX) being an odd parity
state, the space part of the electromagnetic current J,(0) only contributes to the matrix
element which when used in (3.4) yields in the Breit frame the expression as [21]
T~, (nl/2(-p)lJi(O)lX)(Sli ~d'*x6L#o,(x)lnl/2(P))
d
X

= - D,,al/2(- p)tri~kVy5ul/2(p),

(3.5)

where in the r.h.s., terms of O(k z) and higher have been neglected due to the small
momentum transfer. Further, replacing the possible intermediate states IX) by
(x~)lp~/2(p')rr-(p")) with x ~ as the appropriate C.G. factor, and simplifying the
348
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r.h.s., (3.5) becomes,
2"

f M~m(p;p", p')Mcp(p', p", p)dp'dp"= D.(2i/m.)p~Pi,

(3.6)

where in (3.6) the energy conservation k ° = p~ = pO has been used. The matrix elements
due to electromagnetic and CP-violating interactions as Mom(p;p",p') and
Mcv(p', p", p) respectively are explicitly written as
Mem(P; p", p') =

(nt/2( -

p)[ Ji(O)lpx/z(p')n- (p"))

and

(3.7)

jd'xacp(X)ln,2(p)).
t~

Mcv(P', P"; P)

=

(Pl/z(P')

• -

(P")I i

(3.8)

The factor '2' in (3.6), has in fact arisen due to the interchange of the two vertices i.e.
electromagnetic and CP-violating ones. However, the estimations of the matrix
elements in (3.7) and (3.8) need the translationally invariant states for proton and
neutron which we write in consistent with their SU(6) quantum numbers as
IP~/z(P)) = 3.,/~ f d k t d k 2 d k 3 6 ( k t + k2

+ k3)tip(k1, k2, k3)

× i'u~(kx + p/3)u~:(k2 + p / 3 ) d ~ ( k 3 + p/3)
i,
- u,_~(k~
+ p/3)u~(k 2 + p/3)d~(k 3 + p/3)]lvac')

(3.9)

and
[nl/2(p) ) = ~

f d k t d k 2 d k 3 3 ( k l + k2 + k3)~.(kl, k2, k3)

3,,/2 j

x [u~*~(k~+ p/3)dJ~(k2 + p/3)d~*_~(k 3 + p/3)
- u~*_~(kl + p/3)d~(k2 + p/3)d~(k3 + p/3)]l vac'),

(3.10)

where the wave functions tT.,p(kl,k2,k 3) for neutron and proton are described by
normalized harmonic oscillator wave functions as

~..,(kt,kz,ka)=(3R:,p/n2)3/* exp [(- R2.,,/6) ~

(ki-kj)21

(3.11)

i<j

with R2p as their harmonic oscillator radii. However, in the earlier applications of the
present formalism to explain the static properties of nucleons the two radii were taken
to be the same [13], and here also we take them to be the same i.e. R 2 = R 2 = R2~. Thus,
with the pion state as described in (2.3) and the electromagnetic current as
J , ( O ) = y ~ eq~bq(O)3,
r.,
~~,q(O),
,
we estimate the matrix element (3.7) to be
q,~

Mere(P; P", P') =

(n~/z(-

P)I ~

ejl=(O)flq=(O)lpm(P')n- (P"))

q,at

eu

l(3R~'~z/2//R2\Z/4f

dk dk,
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x exp -

~ k~- ks'p"+ --g-

× exp [-- 2R~(k2 + k~ + k2"k3 + k2P~' + -~)1
x [4V*_l/2(k)otiUl/2(k') + V'tl/2(k)o~iU_ t/2(k')]
1
sin ~b(k2+ P')sin ~b(- k 2 + p")
x i_k2 + p,,llk2 + p,l
~2
'
(3.12)
where k = - k 2 + p" and k'= k s + p' have been substituted, and with a further
simplification of the spinor part (3.12) becomes

4 3/2( R ~2 3/4
5eu 4ipzpif3R~'~
Mem(P;P"'P')=(2n)33.v/~- \ rt2 ,] \ zt ,]
x f dk2dk3sin ~b(k22+ P')sin ~b(- k22+ p')

[

1

R~ ( k 2 _ k2.p,, +

Xl_k2+p,,llk2+p, lexp --~-

x exp [ - 2RZN(k22 + k~ + kz.k3 + -k-~ + - ~ ) 1 ,

(3.13)

The matrix element (3.8) involving CP-violating interaction 3~cp(X ) with the use of
the time translational invariance becomes,

Mcp(p',p';p)=

1 .
, )n-(p ,, )li f.J dx6Af cp(x,O)lnt/2(P)),
E -(#,i(pl/2(

(3.14)
with the pion energy E~(p")=(p "2 +m2~)~/~. However, a substitution of the CPviolating Lagrangian (3.1) in (3.14) yields it as,

Mcv(p',p";p)=

iOdl (pt/z(p')rc-(p")l f dk?f(k)ySq~(k)fnt/2(p)). (3.15)
E~(p,,)

which in fact with the proton, neutron and pion states described earlier yields to

Mcp(p',p";p)=E~(p )6x/-~\--~]
xexp

~=~) exp[

RN,p ,2 +9P"2-6p"P ")

-~-t~P

[~

If

dk;

p'

x [4U~/2(k)~,°75 V_ 1/z(k) + U*_1/2(k)7°75 V1/2(k)], (3.16)
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where, k has been substituted for (p'+ p")/2. Thus, after some simplifications and
integration in (3.16) we obtain it as,

Offi 1 (3R~v'~ 3,2 (R~ 3,'* ( rt "~3,2
Mcv(P'P"'P)= E.(p")2x//~ \~ ] t,-~-,} \2-~N,]
x exp

5R N+3R~ ,2 3RN ,,2 R~ ,. ,,
-~
p -- --~-p + -~--p p cos 4~(k).
(3.17)

The substitution of (3.17) along with (3.13) in the l.h.s, of (3.6) when compared with
its r.h.s, gives rise to an expression for electric dipole moment of neutron after k 3
integration as,

D, = ~29 0rnm.e(2~)- 3 ( 3R2 ~ 3 / R2 \
where the integral 'I' is written as,

I = flk212dlk211P'12dlP'llP"12dlp"ldc~'ddp"dcosO'dcosO"
•

R2

1/2

2

771/2/

I1- expI-2(k] + l"2- 2k2p"c°s
Ik2- l"llk
0")]]2+ l'l(,
[I-"2exp[--~(k]
+m~) '/2 + l'2 + 2k2p'c°s0')-L]
xexpL-RNt--f-+K2pcosO'+~)}exp[---~-(k2-K2p

[-

....
cos0

xox,[

}

x exp -

2/3k2

,

,2

R2

2

~- N(sin 0'sin 0"cos(4~" - q~') + cos 0' cos O")p'p"

5R N + 6Rn ,2 R,
24

P +

'

)

p,,2'~-]
+-r)_l

(3.19)

where k 2 = Ik21, P ' = IP'I and p " = IP"I. However, the integral 'I' in (3.19) is to be
evaluated numerically. Thus, in the following section we will be using (3.18) to estimate
Dn, where also we will discuss and compare it with other theoretical estimations as well
as the experimental measurements.
4. Results and discussion

The estimation of E D M N from (3.18) of the earlier section primarily requires the radius
parameters R 2, R 2 and R 2 for the neutron, proton and pion wave functions in addition
to the quark masses and neutron mass. However, they were obtained from the earlier
applications
[13] of the formalism as 122
. , . ---- -/ ;p? 2- ----0N2 = 13-52GeV -2 and R2n- 23-58 GeV- 2, and thus to this effect the present estimation involves no free parameters.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 4, October 1995
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With these parameters the integral in (3.19) is numerically obtained to be
I = 1.300547 x 10-3GeV 6,

(4.1)

which when substituted in (3.18) along with the dynamically generated quark masses as
described in (2.24) and the neutron mass from its experimental measurement [27]
determines the E D M N as
D, = - 7-46 x 10-8[0[e-cm.

(4.2)

Thus, with a value of the parameter [0[ = 10 -s [7,21,22] the E D M N becomes
D, = - 7.46 x 10-26e-cm,

(4.3)

which lies within the uncertainty of its recently measured value of(3 +_ 5) × 10-26 e-cm
[28] and well within the most recent experimental upper bound of[D, ] < 11 x 10- 26 e-cm
[27].
We now compare our result with the other model estimations. In standard model,
E D M N comes out to be within the range of 10- 3o to 10- 32e-cm [4] which is smaller
compared to experiments. Even with four generations in such a model, the estimation
does not go beyond 10-29 e-cm [29]. On the other hand, the result of Weinberg-Higgs
model of spontaneous CP-violation [30] with dominant hadronic loops is 10- 25 e-cm,
which is larger than experimental upper bound [27]. But, in the Left-Right Symmetry
model E D M N is found to be in the range of 10- 27 to 10- 25 e-cm [31] in which also the
present estimation lies. However, in bag model, with the QCD interaction at the
valency quark core level with the add parity N*- states E D M N was obtained to be
2"7 x 10-16[01 e-cm [7] whereas the same in a current algebra analysis with a CPviolating gN-interaction was estimated to be - 3 " 8 x 10-16]0]e-cm [21]. But both
these estimations when compared with the experimental measurement [27] are
pointing to a rather weaker CP-violation. In the framework of CBM, Morgan and
Miller [22], taking both valency quark core and pionic contributions, have estimated
E D M N as - 4 x 10-170 e-cm, which also with the experimental measurement [27]
yields to a weaker CP-violation, though it is relatively stronger than the earlier two
estimations [7, 21]. Further, in some recent attempts [32-34] in the context of removal
of U(1) anomaly problem; under certain approximations 0 has also been predicted in
QCD to be vanishing. In view of these diverse model predictions we believe an accurate
measurement in this regard can provide the actual dynamics concerned with the E D M N
and thus be in a position to distinguish different theoretical models as well as the
approximations involved in them. Nevertheless, we observe that the present investigation in its attempt to explain E D M N has an agreement with the Left-Right Symmetry
model and has a more reasonable explanation for the same compared to the standard
model. However, the present nonperturbative mechanism has yielded a limited applicability with respect to light flavors only and we believe when the same is extended to
heavier flavors can be able to describe hadron dynamics in a unified manner.
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